ANDROID-IEEE PROJECTS 2014-2015

1. A real-time adaptive algorithm for video streaming over multiple wireless access networks
2. Context-driven, prescription-based personal activity classification: methodology, architecture and end-to-end implementation
3. Cooperative positioning and tracking in disruption tolerant networks
4. Effective risk communication for android apps
5. Generating summary risk scores for mobile applications
6. Hiding in the mobile crowd: Location privacy through collaboration
7. How long to wait? Predicting bus arrival time with mobile phone based participatory sensing
8. MOSES: Supporting and enforcing security profiles on smartphone’s
9. The places of our Lives: visiting patterns and automatic labeling from longitudinal Smartphone data
10. Safe driving using mobile phones
11. Security threats to mobile multimedia applications: camera based attacks on mobile phones
12. Context-driven, prescription-based personal activity classification: methodology, architecture and end-to-end implementation
13. A query formulation language for the data web
14. Query planning for continuous aggregation queries over a network of data aggregators
15. Ranking model adaptation for domain-specific search
16. Tram location and route navigation system using smart phone
17. Defenses against large scale online password guessing attacks by using persuasive click points
18. Collaborative policy administration